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Abstract: We offer a numerical simulation tool, AMPS-1D, which allows to model homo- as well as 
heterojunction devices. AMPS-1D is the short form of automat for simulation of heterostructures. The program 
solves the one dimensional semiconductor equations in steady-state. Furthermore, a variety of common 
characterization techniques have been implemented, current-voltage, external quantum efficiency, conduction 
and valence band. A user-friendly interface allows to easily perform parameter variations, and to visualize and 
compare your simulations. In this work, The silicon heterojunction cell performances are investigated by 
detailed described on external quantum efficiency, and light current-voltage characteristics by recognized 
simulator AMPS-1D (Analysis of Micro-electronics and Photonic Structures). The objective of this work is to 
study the correlation between the emitter properties of both heterojunction cells a-Si:H/c-Si and  
a-SiC:H/c-Si (absorption, defect profiles and energy band offsets) and the carrier collection. Copyright © 2014 
IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Solar cells are one of the most attractive forms of 
renewable energy and are already being deployed 
around the world. The use of thin film technology for 
the fabrication of solar cells has gradually been 
increasing for lower production costs and acceptable 
efficiencies compared to other kinds of solar cells [1]. 

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and its 
alloys (a-SiC:H, a-SiGe:H) have become important 
semiconductor materials for solar cells due to lower 
cost and the ease of fabrication merits [2] and exhibit 
high photosensitivity in the wide spectral range from 
ultraviolet (UV) to infrared. Heterojunction solar 
cells, where two different materials with different 

band gaps form a junction, also proved to be more 
efficient. 

Recent studies on amorphous-crystalline silicon 
(a-c) heterojunctions have evidenced the potential of 
these materials to realize low cost, high-efficient 
solar cells [3]. In particular the transport under 
illumination and the influence of band discontinuities 
at the a-c interface have not been completely clarified 
although this is essential for further optimization of 
these solar cells [4]. Especially when using a wide 
band gap window layer such as Hydrogenated 
amorphous silicon carbon (a-SiC:H), band 
discontinuities at the a-c interface could play a 
significant role in the collection of photogenerated 
carriers. 
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High quality a-SiC:H thin film with bandgap  
≥2.0 eV is fabricated by plasma enhanced chemical 
vapor deposition (PECVD) technique using SiH4, H2 
and CH4 gas mixture. Incorporation of carbon in the 
a-SiH film not only increased the bandgap, but also 
led to improved corrosion resistance to an aqueous 
electrolyte. Adding H2 during the fabrication of  
a-SiC:H material could lead to a decrease of the 
density of states (DOS) in the film [5]. 

A simulation of solar cells based on crystalline 
and non crystalline materials via AMPS-1D 
(Analysis of Microelectronic and Photonic Structure) 
simulator [6] is necessary to study the optimization 
of the PV performances in solar cell according 
of physical, electric and optical parameters specific to 
each region in order to obtain a maximum efficiency. 
In this work, the AMPS-1D simulation program is 
used for comparative analysis of the HJ solar cell  
a-SiC:H (p, n)/c-Si (n, p)  and a-Si:H (p, n)/c-Si (n, p) 
on light I-V characteristics and external quantum 
efficiency(QE). The objective of the present work is 
to study the correlation between the emitter 
properties of both HJ with and without carbon by 
highlighting absorption coefficient, defect profiles 
and energy band offsets. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The schematic cross-sectional structure of the  
a-SiC:H (p+,n+)/c-Si(n,p) heterojunction solar cells. 

 
 
2. Simulation Model 
 

The Analysis of Microelectronic and Photonic 
Structures (AMPS-1D) developed at Pennsylvania 
State University by Prof. Fonash’s group, which used 
to study different junctions such as homojunction, 
heterojunction, tandem, multijunction and Schottky 
barrier devices. 

This one-dimensional program solves the set 
of non-linear and coupled equations needed 
to describe the transport in a-Si1-xCx: H and c-Si 
(i.e., the Poisson and two continuity equations by 
using finite differences and the Newton–Raphson 
technique) for a given device structure and yields the 
dark and illuminated J–V characteristics and the 
quantum efficiency (QE). 

In a- Si1-xCx: H a distribution of tail and dangling 
bond or mid gap states is taken into account, whereas 
in c-Si only mid gap states (1012

 cm-3) are considered. 

The doping level in the c-Si was taken at  
4.1016 cm-3.s. The expressions for the free and trapped 
harges, the recombination term, the hole and electron 
current densities, the boundary conditions and the 
solution technique is described in Refs [7]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The usual Density of States (DOS) in the gap 
of the amorphous silicon. 

 
 
3. Result and Discussion 

 
The a-Si:H and the three different carbon 

concentration a-SiC films were used as emitter layers 
in heterojunction cells, where the other layer is kept 
the same. Fig. 3 represents Absorption coefficient for 
a-Si1_xCx: H films deposited with different gas 
mixtures. The different compositions x are reported 
on each plot. The continuous lines and the symbols 
refer to PDS data is taken from [8]. 
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Fig. 3. Absorption coefficient for a-Si1_xCx:H films 
deposited with different gas mixtures. The different 
compositions x are reported on each plot. The continuous 
lines and the symbols refer to PDS data. [8]. 
 
 

The conduction/valence band offset is a very 
important parameter in any heterojunction device. In 
particular, for amorphous hydrogenated 
silicon/crystalline silicon (a-Si:H/c-Si) heterojunction 
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solar cells, this parameter determines the passivation 
efficiency at front and rear contacts. Various 
techniques have been developed to get insight into 
band offsets [9]. 

The Fig. 4 below shows the results of the 
simulation of energy bands, respectively,  
for the both structure PN and NP for a thickness  
of 5 nm, a doping level (D = 3.1019  cm-3  ) and  
two mobility gap (Ega-Si:H = 1.72 eV and  
Ega-SiC:H(0.32) = 2.2 eV). 
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(b) 
 

Fig. 4. Structure of the band gap of heterojunction 
(a) : a-Si1-xCx: H(p+) / c-Si(n); 
(b) : a-Si1-xCx: H(n+) / c-Si(p) . 

 
 

The energy diagrams observed in Fig. 4 (A,B) 
show that, for the conduction bands and valence, two 
types of discontinuity. The first corresponds to the 
case where the voltage distribution in addition to the 
energy difference of band. We call this a pseudo-
continuous discontinuity. This is the case, for 
example, the band conduction of structure NP. 

The second type of discontinuity corresponds to 
the case where the voltage distribution gaps and 
discontinuity play opposite roles is the case of the 
valence band of structure NP where it has  
a strong discontinuity. 

Fig. 5 shows the J-V curves of a-Si:H/c-Si and its 
alloys with different carbon content  

(Ega-Si:H=1.72 eV, Ega-SiC:H(<0.32)=1.96eV, Ega-

SiC:H(0.32)=2 eV, Ega-SiC:H(0.48)=2.2eV, Ega-SiC:H(0.6)=3 
eV) for two structures PN and NP, respectively. As 
the carbon content increases, η, FF and Jsc increase, 
while the Voc remains close to 0.698 volts for the 
structure PN. Whereas the efficiency and short circuit 
current of structure NP increase, but the open circuit 
voltage and fill factor still constant. This increase is 
the reason why the device performance becomes 
better as the carbon content increases. 
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(b) 
 

Fig. 5. J-V curves obtained under 100 mW.cm-2 
of AM 1.5 light. 

 
 

We summarize below the best PV parameters of 
different samples of the both structures PN and NP 
are reached for front layer thickness of 5 nm which 
are represented in the Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 
Where, we can see that there is a slightly dispersion 
in the PV parameters. Fig. 6 shows the quantum 
efficiency (QE) curves for five samples of two 
structures PN and NP, respectively. As the carbon 
content increases, the QE peak shifts slightly toward 
shorter wavelengths because the band gap is 
increased by carbon incorporation. However, the QE 
decreases due to defects resulting from the carbon 
incorporation. 
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Table 1. The best photovoltaic parameters of PN. 
 

PV output a-Si:H a-SiC:H (<0.32) a-SiC:H (0.32) a-SiC:H (0.48) a-SiC:H (0.6) 
JSC (mA/cm2) 31.535 32.184 32.204 32.243 32.250 

VOC (V) 0.693 0.698 0.698 0.698 0.698 
η(%) 17.433 18.880 18.961 18.965 19.019 

FF(%) 79.8 84.1 84.4 84.3 84.5 
 
 

Table 2. The best photovoltaic parameters of NP. 
 

PV output a-Si:H a-SiC:H (<0.32) a-SiC:H (0.32) a-SiC:H (0.48) a-SiC:H (0.6) 
JSC (mA/cm2) 31.469 31.951 32.037 32.166 32.180 

VOC (V) 0.676 0.676 0.676 0.676 0.676 
η(%) 17.881 18.166 18.218 18.294 18.302 

FF(%) 84.1 84.1 84.1 84.1 84.1 
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Fig. 6. Quantum efficiency curves. 
 
 
4. Conclusions  
 

A one-dimensional simulation of solar cells by 
the AMPS-1D is based on the numerical transport 
equations (Poisson’s equation and both continuity 
equations of electrons and holes) governing the 
electrical behavior of semiconductor devices. The 
interest of the AMPS-1D is the inclusion of states of 
band tails and dangling bonds. 

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon-carbon  
(a-SiC:H) films, grown by plasma enhanced chemical 
vapor deposition (PECVD) system, can be obtained 
with optical energy gap varying from 1.9 up 
to 3.6 eV changing the carbon content by means of 
the control of the deposition conditions. In addition, 
the alloying increases; the photovoltaic parameters 
increase, also. 

We investigated the correlation between the 
emitter properties of both heterojunction cells  
a-Si:H(p,n)/c-Si(n,p) and a-SiC:H(p,n)/c-Si(n,p) on 
external quantum efficiency (QE), and light I-V 
characteristics to the PV parameters (JSC, VCO and η) 
heterojunction solar cells. 

The results of our simulations have shown that: 
• The use of a P or N-type of a-Si:H and its 

alloys a-SiC:H leads to conversion efficiencies 
close to the discontinuities engineering.  

• For a maximum  of photons transmit in the 
base c-Si, it should be to use an amorphous 
silicon carbide layer with a wide band gap, highly 
doped and thin  thickness.  

• The results simulation  show that  the best 
PV output  are reached for an  
a-SiC(0.6):H(P+)/c-Si(N) heterojunction as those 
found experimentally .  
The determination and control of interface 

properties are a major step in the development  
of a-Si:H/c-Si heterojunction devices. Alternatively, 
Sanyo Ltd. has developed a silicon solar cell called 
Hetero-junction with intrinsic thin layer (HIT) cell, 
with the purpose of reducing the carrier 
recombination and defect density state at the 
interface. 
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